Travel News: Openings, Renovations, and New Trips to Book This Week

By Jen Murphy on April 10, 2018

The buzziest happenings in the world of travel.

From a hike through Africa’s unbroken volcanic calderas to a unique art package in the heart of Dubrovnik, here are this week’s travel picks.
Nantucket's White Elephant Introduces the Lilly Pulitzer Cottage

Fans of fashion designer Lilly Pulitzer’s bright colors and floral prints can now stay in a room decorated in her signature style. Opening for the season April 12, the Lilly Pulitzer Cottage at White Elephant pairs Pulitzer’s Palm Beach aesthetic with a blue and white color scheme and decorative accents such as hand-shelled mirrors, woven baskets, and original framed artwork by a Lilly-approved print artist. Guests checking into the one-bedroom cottage receive their own Lilly Pulitzer beach tote in a limited edition Nantucket print. From $350; lillypulitzer.com.